We study the intersection signalling control problem for cars with heterogeneous valuations of time (VoT). We are interested in a control algorithm that has some desirable properties: (1) it induces cars to report their VoT truthfully, (2) it minimizes the value of time lost for cars waiting at the intersection, and (3) it is computationally efficient. We obtain three main results: (1) We describe a computationally efficient heuristic forward search approach to solve the static problem. (2) We extend the solution of the static problem to the dynamic case. We couple our algorithm with a carefully designed payment scheme which yields an incentive compatible mechanism. (3) We describe simulation results that compare the social welfare obtained by our scheduling algorithm, as measured by the total value of waiting time, to the social welfare obtained by other intersection signalling control methods.
Introduction
Traffic congestion cost Americans $124 billion annually in direct and indirect losses and this number will rise to $186 billion in 2030 [INR, 2014] . This claim is supported by data [INR, 2014; Christidis and Rivas, 2012] , which forecast that cumulative costs between 2013 and 2030 across four countries -UK, France, Germany, and USA -will sum up to $4.4 trillion. This cost accounts for fuel value, indirect costs, and the value of wasted time. As [INR, 2014] points out, the largest of the three is undoubtedly the opportunity cost of the time wasted whilst delayed in congested traffic. In this paper, we study this problem when it occurs on an intersection and we adopt an economic approach. We are interested in a control algorithm that has some desirable properties: it minimizes the value of time lost for cars waiting at the intersection, it induces cars to report their value of time (herein after, VoT) truthfully, and it is computationally efficient.
Using various economic mechanisms to reduce congestion is becoming increasingly popular. In Israel, there is a Fast Lane on one of the entrances to Tel-Aviv, allowing faster access to the city to drivers who are willing to pay. London has a Congestion Charge for driving a vehicle within the charging zone. Many mega cities in China widely implement a vehicle ownership control program, releasing a fixed number of vehicle license plates every month, priced and allocated via various economic mechanisms. Singapore also has a vehicle quota system, and many more examples exist. Compared to these existing mechanisms, we propose a dynamic pricing mechanism which is advantageous since the resulting tolls depend on the actual route being taken, and driver payments increase when using more congested junctions.
In a seminal paper, [Becker, 1965] introduces the concept of value of time. Since then, economists and civil engineers tried to estimate the VoT for commuters [Abou-Zeid et al., 2010; Bento et al., 2015] , and proposed and applied approaches based on VoT in order to decrease the VoT wasted on congested traffic on highways by pricing fast-lanes on them; see [Tsekeris and Voß, 2009; de Palma and Lindsey, 2011] for a survey. Yet, for intersection management, theoretical models that take VoT into account have appeared only recently [Dresner and Stone, 2006; Schepperle et al., 2007; Schepperle and Böhm, 2008; Raphael et al., 2015; Sharon et al., 2017] . A main reason for this is the fundamental difference between intersections and highways, as crossing an intersection requires coordination among cars arriving at different lanes. Hence, economic mechanisms for junction control and for highway control are fundamentally different.
[ Dresner and Stone, 2004; 2005] were the first who studied the intersection management problem from the Multi Agent System point of view and provided a framework for coordinating cars in the intersection. Although their framework can be the base for intersection management in the future, it requires every car to be autonomous. Another solution to intelligent intersection management, which does not require massive infrastructure changes, is SURTRAC [Smith et al., 2013] . SURTRAC uses cameras to measure traffic flow, and adaptively changes the traffic light schedule to maximize flow. However, it does not take VoT into consideration.
If heterogeneous VoT is taken into account, a second issue arises from the introduction of agents in the intersection model; incentive compatibility (IC). IC guarantees that no car can benefit from misreporting its true VoT in order to cross the intersection faster. Whether or not IC is a crucial requirement from a system is a subjective issue. We strongly believe IC is critical for the obvious reason -a mechanism that is not IC may be optimal in terms of the reported VoT but not the actual VoT. IC is a central concept in mechanism design in general and to our problem in particular. We combine techniques from planning and scheduling with techniques from game theory to construct a computationally-efficient traffic light scheduling algorithm that minimizes the wasted VoT and incentivizes the cars to report their true VoT.
Our main contributions are threefold. First, we describe a computationally efficient heuristic forward search approach to solve the static problem (no new incoming cars). Simulation results show that this method is significantly faster than the dynamic-programming approach [Bellman, 1954] to solve the static problem. This feature is crucial if we ever hope to apply our mechanism in the real world, as it must be able to control a traffic light in real time. Second, we extend the solution of the static problem to the dynamic case, where new cars do arrive at the intersection during execution. We couple our algorithm with a payment scheme which yields an IC mechanism, guaranteeing that it is in the best interest of each car to truthfully report its VoT. Third, we describe simulation results that compare the social welfare (total value of time wasted) obtained by our scheduling algorithm to the social welfare obtained by other intersection signalling control methods. We also give a theoretical impossibility result, showing that no algorithm can obtain a close-to-optimal social welfare in the worst-case, and in addition observe that the welfare that our algorithm produces is on the Pareto-frontier. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first approach that satisfies all the above properties. Further Related Work. Following [Dresner and Stone, 2004] , several papers studied intersection management from a different aspect than ours, adopting the reservation-based approach. This approach requires every car to be autonomous, hence it is not supported by the current infrastructure yet. For example, [Vasirani and Ossowski, 2008; 2010 ] study reservation based (RB) models on networks of intersections, [Vasirani and Ossowski, 2012 ] study an RB approach and implement a combinatorial auction in a single intersection, [Levin and Boyles, 2015] apply first-price auctions in RB intersections to increase efficiency in the dynamic traffic assignment problem, and try to optimize an RB approach using some heuristics without dealing with IC constraints. Another approach, similar to ours, studies intersections controlled by traffic lights. [Isukapati and Smith, 2017] study traffic signal control that takes into account heterogeneous VoT, but the proposed approach is not IC. [LloretBatlle and Jayakrishnan, 2016] study traffic signal control that incorporates user heterogeneity on value of delay savings, which is different than VoT, and allow monetary transfers among the cars. They propose a mechanism that is economically efficient, budget balanced and Pareto efficient, but not IC. [Xie et al., 2014] consider pedestrians in addition to cars. [Pourmehrab et al., 2017] study signalised intersections and optimize the time spent on the intersection. [Xie et al., 2012] study real-time dynamic flow optimization of vehicle traffic through a network of signalized intersections. [Gulić et al., 2016] follow an automated planning approach for signalized intersections and [Vallati et al., 2016] introduce a planning system for signalised traffic management in networks.
However, none of these consider heterogeneous VoT.
The Intersection Model
The intersection. We focus on a single intersection with a finite set of incoming lanes L. A lane l ∈ L can be either a single physical lane or a set of physical lanes that move together, e.g., two lanes for going straight and turning left controlled by a single light. Lanes l 1 , l 2 are interfering if cars from l 1 interfere cars from l 2 . A light assignment is a set of pairwise non-interfering lanes. A schedule σ is a sequence of pairs a, d meaning that the lanes in the light assignment a have a green light for a duration d.
The status of every lane in a light assignment is either Move or Wait. Hence, for every lane, a schedule can be decomposed into phases: a maximal period of time with the same status for the lane. When a lane l changes status from Wait to Move, there is a switching time δ until the first car from lane l enters the intersection. This accounts for the time spent on "yellow light", or the time needed for the lane to clear from cars of other lanes. Cars. Every car i arrives at the intersection at some lane l. If there are k cars at lane l when car i arrives, its position is k+1. It crosses the intersection in position 0. We make two realistic simplifying assumptions. First, when a lane moves, every car needs the same time to advance one position. Second, every car needs the same time, t c , to cross the intersection (i.e., to move from position 1 to position 0).
Each car is associated with a private value of time (VoT) v i . The total cost of car i for waiting t time units in the intersection is c i (t) = v i · t. A car is willing to pay up to c i (t) for saving t time units in crossing the intersection. Mechanisms and Optimal Schedules. Our goal is to compute schedules that minimize the total cost of the cars. Formally, if t i (σ) denotes the time car i needs to cross the intersection under schedule σ, an optimal schedule σ * minimizes
Since values v i are private, car i might report b i = v i if this results in a schedule in which it crosses faster. We will motivate the cars to bid their true VoT by implementing a mechanism, which receives a bid vector b and produces a schedule σ(b) and a price vector p(b) where p i (b) ≥ 0 is the price that car i pays. We use b = (b i , b −i ) where b −i is the bids of all cars except i. The total utility of car i under
A mechanism is incentive compatible (IC) if no car i can decrease its total utility by reporting b i = v i . A car might refuse to participate in the mechanism, e.g., by not installing the app. We therefore additionally require individual rationality (IR) which means in our setting that b i = 0 implies p i = 0. With both IC and IR, a car can never benefit from not participating, or from participating but misreporting its true VoT.
Static Instance
We start with the case where no new cars arrive. We describe a polynomial-time computation of an optimal schedule for our model, and add payments to incentivize the cars to bid their true value of time. Throughout, we fix an arbitrary tie breaking rule among optimal schedules. This will be crucial for the dynamic case.
Computing an Optimal Schedule for our Model Finding an optimal schedule for a given intersection can be seen as a deterministic planning problem. For a given intersection, a state s consists of the sequence of cars at each lane, as well as the current light assignment. Our convention is that the first car in each lane is the first in the sequence describing that lane. In the static case, cars only leave the intersection. Thus, our terminal states are those with no cars in the intersection. The actions in this planning problem are the possible light assignments. We define the successor state s , which is the result of applying light assignment a in state s, to be the state right after the next car crosses the intersection when the light assignment is a. More precisely, we compute the time t required for the next car in each lane in a to cross. If the chosen light assignment a is different from the previous one (the light assignment in s), the time t includes the switching time, and is δ + t c . Otherwise, the time is t c . The transition then corresponds to setting the light assignment a for the duration of t. Multiple cars can cross if they cross at the same time; this will happen as we assume cars travel at the same speed.
The cost of such a transition is the total value of time of the cars in the intersection, which is the time t it requires multiplied by the total VoT of the cars in the intersection in s.
A sequence of transitions consisting of the same light assignment corresponds to a longer phase of the same light assignment. Thus, it is easy to see that a path through this state space corresponds to a valid schedule, and the sum of costs of the transitions in the sequence corresponds to the total costs incurred by the cars following the schedule. While not all possible schedules are covered by this search space, all non-wasteful schedules are. A schedule is non-wasteful if it does not contain some interval of time where no cars are currently crossing the intersection. Any optimal schedule must be non-wasteful, and so all optimal schedules can be found by searching through this state space.
Another optimization we make is to only choose among maximal light assignments. A light assignment a is maximal iff there is no feasible light assignment a such that a ⊂ a . It is easy to see that ignoring non-maximal light assignments never prunes an optimal solution, while decreasing the branching factor of the search space.
We bound the number of possible states in this search space. We assume the number of lanes in the intersection, k, is a constant, and that there are n cars, of which there are n i cars in each lane i. Since cars in each lane cross in the order they are waiting in the lane, it is enough to count how many cars have crossed in each lane to know the exact state of the cars in the intersection. Therefore, the number of possible states of the cars is Π k i=1 n i ≤ n k . Since our state also includes the current light assignment, this number is multiplied by the number of possible light assignments, which is at most 2 k . Thus, the maximum number of states is 2 k n k . This choice of state representation and transition function has several advantages. First, as we have seen, the size of the state space is polynomial in n, because time is neither part of the state nor of the actions. In other words, we do not choose a duration for each light assignment, which would have resulted in an infinite branching factor. Furthermore, this formulation can be extended to handle extra constraints imposed by the scheduler like bounds on the minimum and the maximum time of a phase, or the presence of pedestrians. Every pedestrian crossing can be modelled as a "pedestrian" lane with its own minimum phase, and interferes with the rest of the lanes of the intersection. The number of the pedestrians waiting to use the crossing can be counted via a camera and be treated as a single vehicle that wants to cross the intersection via the specific lane. The scheduler can assign a VoT for each number of pedestrians. In addition, pedestrians could actively participate in the bidding, to cross faster. Lemma 1. For any instance I and bidding vector b we can compute the optimal schedule, w.r.t. b, in polynomial time.
While it is possible to use blind search or dynamic programming to find an optimal schedule, it might have to examine the entire state space. To avoid this, we design an admissible heuristic for use with A * [Hart et al., 1968] . It is based on a relaxation, similar to delete-relaxation from automated planning [Bonet and Geffner, 2001] , by assuming that it is possible to assign a green light to all lanes at once, and computing the total cost for all cars. This is easily computed by considering each lane in isolation. For each lane, we compute the time each car in the lane will cross, assuming this lane has a green light until all cars have crossed. If the lane in question has the green light in s already, the car at position i in the lane crosses at time t c · i. This car contributes t c · i · b i to the heuristic value. If the lane in question has a red light in s, we must also account for the switching time, hence it contributes (δ + t c · i) · b i . This heuristic is clearly admissible, and thus yields an optimal solution when used with A * . Our empirical evaluation shows that this yields significant time savings in practice.
VCG payments
The polynomial-time computation of the optimal schedule allows us to use VCG payments: p i for car i is defined as the difference between the cost incurred by the rest of the cars under the optimal schedule σ * (I) and the cost of the optimal schedule when car i is not present, σ * (I −i ). However, in I −i car i cannot be simply removed from the intersection, since this would change the costs of the other cars as they will advance one position in the lane, violating the no-externalities assumption of the VCG framework. We thus define I −i as the instance where we replace b i with zero. This way, the cost of any car j = i does not change between I and I −i , and VCG payments continue to satisfy IC and IR.
Myerson's payments
Myerson's payments [Myerson, 1981] yield another IC and IR mechanism which for the static case coincides with VCG. However, VCG can be used only for an optimal schedule while Myerson's method yields IC and IR payments for any monotone algorithm, i.e., any algorithm with the property that increasing one's bid must result in a weakly shorter crossing time. Formally, for any b −i , if t is i's crossing time when the bid vector is b = (b i , b −i ) and t is i's crossing time when the bid vector is b = (b i , b −i ), where b i > b i , then t ≤ t. In the dynamic case, when the algorithm is not optimal, we use Myerson's method. Lemma 2. The optimal schedule is monotone. In Myerson's method, fixing some monotone lightassignment algorithm, i's payment when the bid vector of the other cars is b −i is as follows. Let t i (x) be the time car i crosses the intersection when the bid vector is (x, b −i ).
Lemma 3. For any bid vector b = (b i , b −i ) the number m is bounded by n, the number of cars in the intersection. This is because the number of cars present in the junction at i's crossing time when i's bid is b i,j strictly decreases as j increases; if i crosses faster, there exists another car that crossed before i in b i,j−1 and crosses after i in b i,j .
Assuming a finitely divisible value of time (say, up to cents), the naive way to compute Myerson's payments is to exhaustively search over all possible bids of car i (keeping the other bids fixed), computing b i,m ∈ [0, b i ] and t i (b i,m ) for every possible m. A more efficient way is to use binary search, which we use in our experiments. The binary search can be thought of as iterating over a binary tree of ranges of bids. The root node is [0, b i ], where b i is the bid submitted by car i, and we start by computing t i (0) and t i (b i ). We then expand the tree as follows. To expand a node [a, b], we compute t i ( a+b 2 ), and generate the children [a, where t i (a) = t i (b), since we know that the crossing time would also be the same for any bid in the range [a, b] . The height of the search tree is at most log b i and by Lemma 3 we have to find m ≤ n leaves of this tree. Theorem 1. The mechanism that implements the optimal schedule and uses Myerson's payments is IC, ex post IR, and requires polynomial time.
Dynamic Instance
Next we study the dynamic version of our problem, where cars arrive online at the intersection and the mechanism has no knowledge about the cars that will arrive later.
As we will show, it is impossible to achieve optimality with no knowledge about the future. Thus, our goal is to design a time-efficient online IC mechanism that achieves low total cost for the cars. In this setting we cannot apply VCG payments in order to derive an IC mechanism, because mechanisms that do not implement optimal solutions cannot become IC by using VCG payments [Nisan and Ronen, 2001] .
Thus, we take a planning and execution perspective, and propose two different approaches.We assume we have the optimal schedule for the cars that were in the intersection when the mechanism started. Whenever a new car arrives, we must decide whether to compute a new schedule immediately, or keep executing the current schedule. We consider the two extremes: never compute a new schedule until the current one has finished executing (termed statically optimal), and always compute a new schedule (termed locally optimal).
Statically Optimal Mechanism
Under the statically optimal mechanism, we compute a schedule for the cars in the intersection at time 0, and execute that schedule until it ends. When the schedule has finished, we compute an optimal schedule for the cars currently in the intersection, execute it until it finishes, and so on. If we complement this mechanism with the Myerson's payments, or VCG payments, we make it IC and IR.
Theorem 2. The statically optimal mechanism is IC and IR.
However, this is not always a good idea. Consider for example a two-lane intersection, where l 1 interferes with l 2 . Assume that initially there are n cars in l 1 all of them with value zero and no cars in l 2 . Clearly, the optimal schedule for this instance is to allow all cars in l 1 to cross without any interruptions. Suppose now that a car with value x arrives at time-step 1 at l 2 . Then, it would have to wait for (n − 1) · x until it crosses and its total cost would be n · x. The optimal schedule in hindsight for this instance is to allow one car in l 1 to cross, then the car in l 2 , and finally the rest of the cars in l 1 . The optimal cost is x, so the statically optimal mechanism can perform arbitrarily badly.
Locally Optimal Mechanism
Under the locally optimal mechanism, we compute a new schedule whenever a new car arrives at the intersection. We will study two different scenarios for this mechanism, depending on whether the switching time δ is 0 or positive.
For zero switching time and two-lane intersections we prove a stronger notion of monotonicity. Intuitively, it states that bidding higher results in moving faster. With Lemma 4 we can prove that the locally optimal mechanism is monotone, and thus we get an IC mechanism using Myerson's payments.
Theorem 3. The locally optimal mechanism is monotone on two-lane intersections with zero switching time.
When switching time is positive, the locally optimal mechanism is no longer monotone even on two-lane intersections, and thus not IC under Myerson's payments. Consider the example of Figure 1 , extended by the car with VoT x > 100 that arrives at time 1 at the horizontal lane, while the car with VoT 2 is crossing the intersection. The locally optimal mechanism implements the schedule s, ↓ 2 , s, → 5 , → 3 , → x , s, ↓ 9 . The car with VoT 9 crosses at time 5 + 2δ, and has positive payment. If it bids zero, the mechanism implements the schedule → 5 , → 3 , → x , s, ↓ 2 , ↓ 9 , it crosses at time 5 + δ, and its payment is zero. So, it is better off by lowering its bid.
Computing Payments
Locally optimal mechanism requires knowing the future for computing Myerson's payments. This is because computing the time car i which bid b i would have crossed had it bid b i < b i requires simulating the mechanism with the bid b i . Because bidding lower means crossing later, cars that arrived after car i actually crossed (with a bid of b i ) might affect the crossing time of i under bid b i . However, we do not have to compute payments immediately when car i crosses. Rather, we only have to compute optimal schedules with b i online, and we can compute the payments offline, when we already know the "future" which occurred after car i crossed. Because our mechanism is IR, we can tell each car how much it has to pay later, while preserving the participation incentives.
Pareto Optimality
We now discuss the theoretical guarantees of our proposed mechanisms. We take a competitive analysis perspective, where for every car that arrives online an adversary chooses the lane and the time it joins, and its VoT. We show that any online algorithm (not just our proposed mechanisms) can be arbitrarily far from optimal in the worst case.
Firstly, observe that the cost v i · t i (σ) car i suffers under schedule σ can be decomposed to base cost and extra cost. Car i will suffer the base cost under any schedule due to its initial position on its lane; if car i has position k on its lane, then it will suffer (k + 1) · t c · v i cost irrespective from the implemented schedule since every car in front of it has to cross the intersection. The extra cost depends on the schedule σ and it is the difference between v i · t i (σ) and the base cost of car i. Observe, the optimal schedule minimizes the sum of the extra costs of the cars.
Consider a two-lane intersection with t c = 1 and no switching time. Initially, there is one car in every lane each with value 1. At time < 1 a new car with value x arrives on one lane. If the mechanism moves lane l 1 first, then the adversary locates the new car on lane l 2 . Else, it locates it on l 1 . Thus, the extra cost of any schedule is (1 − ) · x + 1 while the optimal schedule in hindsight has extra cost 2.
Theorem 4. For the dynamic setting there is no deterministic algorithm that achieves bounded competitive ratio with respect to the extra cost.
On the other hand, we can prove that there is no mechanism that achieves strictly smaller cost than our mechanisms over every possible instance, hence they are pareto-optimal. Specifically, our mechanisms are optimal when no new cars arrive. Thus, when all futures (including this one) are possible, our mechanisms are on the pareto-frontier.
Theorem 5. Both the statically optimal mechanism and the locally optimal mechanism are pareto-optimal.
Empirical Evaluation
In order to empirically evaluate our mechanism, we implemented it in Python, and performed a series of simulated runs. We used two types of intersections in our experiments: a simple four way intersection (with four incoming lanes, which all continue straight), and a more complex four way intersection with separate lanes for continuing straight and for turning left (for a total of 8 incoming lanes). For the complex intersection, we randomly choose 2 3 of the cars coming from each direction to continue straight, and 1 3 to turn left. The switching time we used in our experiments was 0.
For every intersection, we considered different distributions on traffic volume and on VoT of car. First, we consider a symmetric distribution, where cars are equally likely to arrive from all four cardinal directions, and all cars have their VoT drawn from the same distribution. We sampled VoT according to the empirical study of [Abou-Zeid et al., 2010] , which estimated the VoT of real drivers. 1 We also considered asymmetric distributions, parameterized by S, in which 1 S of cars arrive from north or south (equally likely), and the rest from east or west (also equally likely). However, the VoT of cars coming from the north or south is S times higher on average than of those coming from the east or west, which we achieved by drawing a VoT from the same distribution as above and multiplying it by S.
We first report on runtime results, comparing the time it takes to find an optimal schedule using A * with our heuristic compared to using dynamic programming. For each type of intersection, we sample 30 random instances with n cars in the intersection, where n varies between 1 and 20. These experiments were run on a laptop with an Intel i7-6700HQ processor running at 2.6 GHz. Figure 2 shows the wall-clock running time of A * with our heuristic and of dynamic programming on a simple intersection and on a complex intersection. In both cases we used symmetric volume of traffic and VoT, but the results for the other settings are very similar. As Figure 2 shows, A * is much more efficient, saving about 30% time for the simple intersection, and about 70% of the time for the complex intersection, compared to dynamic programming. We also remark that we believe an efficient implementation in C++, which avoids copying all of the state when generating the successors, will improve on these wallclock times by at least an order of magnitude.
Next, we evaluate our mechanisms for the online setting. We performed simulations starting from a random initial configuration of the intersection with 10 cars, and simulating forward for 100 time steps. At each time step, cars arrive with a Poisson distribution, where we vary the arrival rate between 0 and 1. We compared both of our proposed online mechanisms: the locally optimal mechanism (denoted local opt), and the statically optimal mechanism (denoted static opt). In order to evaluate the benefit of taking VoT into account we compare against algorithms that optimize traffic flow and ignore VoT. For flow algorithms, the optimal schedule is computed by running A * with a bid of 1 for all cars, and either computing a new schedule whenever a new car arrives (denoted flow local opt), or only when the current schedule finished executing (denoted flow static opt). We did not compare our approach with reservation-based approaches as they rely on a different type of intersection management infrastructure. We also did not compare with non IC mechanisms as it is not clear how to implement a reasonable bidding strategy for them, and thus the comparison would be meaningless. Figure 3a shows the schedule cost -the total value of time all cars spent in the intersection under the realized schedule -for all four mechanisms we evaluate, in the complex intersection with symmetric traffic. Each point is the average of 100 random simulations. Results for all other scenarios we tested are similar.We also compared to many roundrobin traffic light schedules (with different cycle times), but these results are much worse than any of the abovementioned mechanisms, so we omit them to make the plots more legible.
These results indicate that the locally optimal mechanisms perform much better than the statically optimal ones, especially when the arrival rate is higher. We can also observe that when the arrival rate is high, optimizing for VoT can do slightly worse than optimizing for flow when using the statically optimal mechanism. This is because as arrival rate increases, so does the number of cars in the intersection whenever we search for a new schedule, and thus the reaction time of the statically optimal mechanism is higher. Thus, it is very likely that a high value car will arrive while the previous schedule is executing, but will have to wait until the schedule finishes executing. However, averaging across all arrival rates, optimizing for VoT is better than optimizing for flow with the statically optimal mechanism. Finally, we remark that with the locally optimal mechanism, optimizing for VoT is always better than optimizing for flow.
To evaluate the benefit of optimizing for VoT relative to optimizing for flow with the locally optimal mechanism more closely, we compared the ratio of the schedule cost when optimizing for VoT and the schedule cost when optimizing for flow, using different ratios of asymmetry in the traffic distribution. These results are shown in Figure 3b , based on the same data described above. The results clearly show how optimizing for VoT becomes much better than optimizing for flow, the more asymmetric traffic is, with almost 60% of the cost of wasted time when S = 8.
Discussion
In this paper we studied the intersection signalling control problem for cars with heterogeneous VoT. We derived incentive compatible mechanisms and showed that they waste significantly less value of time compared to flow algorithms. We believe that our approach could be implemented without massive infrastructure changes. For example, car drivers can install an application on their smartphones which they can use in order to bid and pay. The application can use the GPS of the phone to obtain the location of the car and its position on the lane. The application will send the information to an intersection-dedicated server where the schedule is produced. Several interesting questions stem from our paper both theoretically and practically, that we plan to study in the future. We conjecture that the statically optimal mechanism is IC for any intersection with zero switching time. Theorem 4 shows that there is no deterministic algorithm that is boundedly suboptimal when the scheduler has no information about the future traffic. On the other hand, if there is stochastic information about future traffic, then we can formulate the signalling problem as an MDP and utilize the framework of [Cavallo et al., 2009] . Our preliminary results show that we can get IC mechanisms via this framework that are not ex-post IR. We plan to construct ex-post IR mechanisms for this setting, or prove that no such mechanism exists.
Another interesting direction we plan to study is a network of intersections. There, we have to consider how to coordinate the flow of the traffic between the intersections alongside the possibility of route-manipulations by the drivers.
Finally, throughout this paper we assumed that drivers know their VoT. In order to deal with this issue, we plan to study the existence of incentive compatible mechanisms that offer "menus" of options to the drivers alongside the option of bidding their VoT, if they know it. For example, such a menu can give to the drivers the option to pay x in order to cross the intersection at 30 seconds or to pay 2x in order to cross the intersection in 20 seconds. Then, we expect that drivers will choose the more profitable option for them.
